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NEW QUESTION: 1
A junior team member has been promoted to the position of project manager. The first task to
execute is the Quality Management Plan.
Which tools and techniques will help the project manager to complete this task?
A. Quality audits, process analysis, and meetings
B. Inspection, brainstorming, and quality audits
C. Benchmarking, design of experiments, and cost-benefit analysis
D. Networking, brainstorming, and negotiation
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://d1wl9nui6miy8.cloudfront.net/media/965849/wp-tools-and-techniques-useful-in-quali
ty- planning.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two Cisco ASA licensing features are correct with Cisco ASA Software Version 8.3 and
later? (Choose two.)
A. Identical licenses are not required on the primary and secondary Cisco ASA appliance.
B. Time-based licenses are stackable in duration but not in capacity.
C. Cisco ASA appliances configured as failover pairs disregard the time-based activation keys.
D. A time-based license completely overrides the permanent license, ignoring all permanently
licensed features until the time-based license is uninstalled.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
All components are installed and administered in Splunk Enterprise on-premise.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
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